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As complex phenomena of social and cultural experience, sociocultural stereotypes manifest in behavioural, material and verbal spheres. Notable advances in the study of various aspects of sociocultural stereotypes in humanities have not eliminated the necessity of their study in research paradigm of
cognitive-linguistics that incorporates psycholinguistic methods within interpretative framework. An indepth study of sociocultural stereotypes requires rigorous empirical investigation of language evidence
received from competent speakers in experimental situations. The experimental work provides a high
level of empirical accuracy to verify emotional evaluation and pragmatic presuppositions conveyed by
sociocultural stereotypes. The aim of this study was to unveil the meaning of a sociocultural stereotype
flapper in contemporary culture and to model its cognitive structure on results of associative experiment. This sociocultural stereotype was chosen for its importance in changing standards of women
behaviour in modern American culture. Flappers were young and daring American women, whose look
and behaviour were criticised rigorously by traditionalists. An associative experiment conducted in the
Lock Heaven College of Pennsylvania University showed the stereotype of flappers, though emerged in
1920s, still exists in national consciousness as a stereotypical image and a symbol of the epoch. The
work contributes to the methodology of systematising experimental data in cognitive-linguistic research.

Abstract
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Implemented in scientific discourse almost a century ago, the term “stereotype” (Lippman,
1961) remains the most apt and widely used umbrella term that covers a vast area of related
knowledge involved in comprehensive analysis of sociocultural stereotypes. Cognitive, semantic, emotional, and cultural nature of stereotypes was determined by Lippman in 1922.
From this time on, scholars dwell on different aspects of stereotypes and process of stereotyping. Abundant works from the psychological, anthropological, psycholinguistic perspective have been devoted to the research of prevalently ethnic, gender, age, and less studied
professional stereotypes. Usually based on visible features, sociocultural stereotypes are
described as biased and prejudiced ideas that provoke a discriminating attitude toward stereotyped groups (Katz and Braly, 1933; Allport, 1958; Tajfel, 1981; Clark, 2014; Fiske, 2017;
Hinton, 2017). Although not all sociocultural stereotypes are biased ideas of social groups,
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these oversimplified notions of social world are always ambivalently perceived in the society.
Sociocultural stereotypes are realised in symbols, heroes, and rituals (Hofstede et al., 2010,
7). They represent “the sets of values, attitudes, and behaviours shared by a group and passed
on by learning” (Davies, 2003, p. 68). Stereotypes appear as results of categorisation, which
is based on a universal human ability to save on cognitive resources. Natural languages not
only instantiate but also encode culturally constructed categories encompassing the whole
range of human experience (Sharifian, 2017).
In the cognitive linguistics perspective, a sociocultural stereotype is considered a verbalised
unit of mental activity aimed to identify and store cumulative information about a typified
image of a social group. Stereotypes are mental categories, the properties of which are
easily applied to all members of a category (Geeraerts, 2006). Sociocultural stereotypes
are represented in the language in the form of pragmatic predispositions and attitudes. A
lingua-cognitive approach to a study of stereotyping on the language basis requires empirical supplementation to analytical and descriptive methods. The necessity to use empirical methods alongside with introspection was expressed by many scholars, among
them Talmy, who considers experimental methods the essential addition to introspective
research as they discover the subtlest characteristics of cognitive entities irrespective of
the researcher’s view on the matter (Talmy, 2003). Experimental research gives an opportunity to confirm the facts gotten in reflection and observation of cultural phenomenon in
discourse. In this work, it is hypothesised that a sociocultural stereotype flapper exists in the
form of a visual representation of a typified image of emancipated young American women
of the 1920s. Regaining its popularity nowadays, mostly due to the success of the musical
“Chicago” and the film “The Great Gatsby”, the image of a flapper is conditioned by visual
arts. The task of the research was to make the profile of a sociocultural stereotype flapper
in contemporary American culture on associative data. The experiment took place in one of
American colleges. The data received from the test underwent qualitative and quantitative
analysis, which follows by formal representation of cognitive structure of a sociocultural
stereotype flapper .
Theoretically, this research is premised on the assertions that (1) stereotypes are an integral
part of natural language because they are derived from the mechanisms simplifying categorisation of the world (Bartmiński, 2017); and (2) stereotypes are maintained and changed
through the language and communication (Macrae et al., 1996; Levon, 2014).
It has been recognised that sociocultural stereotypes manifest on all levels of the language
in different forms:
1 judgments about certain attributed or denied features of stereotyped objects (Quasthoff,

1978; Bartmiński, 1997);
2 rhetorical and stylistic devices (van Dijk, 1996);
3 lexical items that codify and interpret categories of the social world (Bartmiński, 1997);
4 connotations of the word that make a stereotype prominent as a “social meaning” in the

definite context (Coulmas, 1981).
By the fact that stereotypes are instantiated in the language structures, the function of which
to express meaning, researchers admit that the content, the pragmatic and cultural meaning of any kind of a stereotype, including a natural kind, is the subject to linguistic analysis
(Labov, 1973; Putnam, 1975; Hamilton et al., 1992; Sharifian, 2001). Observation of linguistic
competence in the domain of meaning enables establishing properties of a stereotype and
their pragmatic value.
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The research is designed within the interpretive paradigm (Garfinkel, 1967; Taylor, 1993) that
argues that the social world can only be understood from the standpoint of individuals who
are participating in it. The associative experiment is an efficient tool to provide comprehensive information about a present state of a sociocultural stereotype, formed in the 1920s and
still existing in American culture.
The associative experiment in linguistics (Turner, 1984; de Groot, 1989; Sharifian, 2001; Goroshko, 2005; Shepherd and Marshall, 2018) aims to register responses, conditioned by information circulating within the participants’ culture. This experiment presupposes the access
to respondents’ consciousness, provoking the reactions to the stimulus. The experiment
requires fixation of verbal reactions to the word-stimulus with following mathematical processing of results. The associative experiment registers the psychological meaning of the
word (in this study, the word designating a sociocultural stereotype). Associated words acquire a new individual meaning that connects cognitive entity of the object under study with
images, feelings, and ideas existing in the mind of respondents. Philosophical grounds for
the experiment lie in Plato’s idea that a person recalls images correlating them with each
other. Thus, the connection is set between stimulus, introduced by an experimenter, and
participants’ response.
The physiological aspect of the experiment was described by Sechenov and Pavlov in their
reflective theory of associations, according to which the terminal nervous connections, started by external stimulus, are responsible for emergence of associations (Plotnikova, 2011).
From the psychological view, verbal responses to a stimulus refer to Miller’s hypothesis of
predictive relations of associations. Formally, the relations between a stimulus and a response are expressed in the formula “A is B, therefore A contains B” (Miller, 1974). A cognitive
ability to invoke one entity as a reference point in order to establish the mental contact with
another is an access to one conceived entity through another (Langacker, 2002). Thereby, it is
supposed that the experimenter receives access to content of the object under study to form
idea of its cognitive structure.
The famous Russian psychologist Leontyev considered the associative experiment the most objective method to discover the cultural specification of vocabulary in semantic interrelation (Leontyev, 1977). Developed in the previous century, the associative experiment has become an integral
part of psycholinguistic research. Successful applications of experimental methods in psychological, sociological, and linguistic research have proved the appropriateness of the method.
Considering two accepted methods (controlled by the experimenter and free that provides
spontaneous answers of respondents), a free associative experiment was chosen to conduct the research. Participants of the experiment were not limited in time and quantity of
answers. The simple design of a free associative test provided freedom of expression. The
participants were asked to answer the question: “What do you associate the word flapper
with?”. The respondents were not restricted in time or type of answers. An experiment which
allows participants to react to the stimulus with any number of words that first come to their
minds without any limits in formal or semantic features of response is called by Goroshko
the “associative chain experiment” (Goroshko, 2005). Leontyev considered the associative
chain experiment a variety of the free associative test. Following the traditions of Leontyev,
the experiment described in this paper is called the free associative experiment.
The experiment was held in the College Lock Heaven of Pennsylvania University. The sample
presented a group of 64 students of a nursing department. Their training did not interfere
with the results of the experiment as participants were not specialised in history or culture
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of the United States. The respondents were of different age (19–55), gender, and different
previous training (school graduates, holders of bachelor’s and master’s degree). The major
part of the group was represented by women (87%) of less than 35 years of age (69 %). Two
participants did not give their answers, so it was admitted that for 1% of the participants
the word flapper is a lacuna of their conceptual system. It could be explained by insufficient
knowledge of American history and culture. As this research focuses mainly on qualitative
analysis, quantitative techniques do not include inferential statistics and measurement error.

Results and
Discussion

While the methodology of the experiment has been well established, the data processing remains a disputable issue. The debatable question concerns the principles of data processing.
As far back as Aristotle’s classification, associations were grouped according to similarity,
contrast or sequence. Traditionally the relations are subdivided into associations of contiguity
in space and time, thematic attribution, similarity or contrast. Nowadays, linear typology has
been recognised insufficient: it should include functional characteristics as well. Following the
concept of semantic fields worked out by Trier and Porzig (Lyons, 1996), it is assumed that the
associative field comprises paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations of response. The effective
approach to data processing combines different ways to produce the most appropriate tool for
the research. A successfully working typology of results takes into consideration the relations
set between the word-stimulus and response, as well as the relations between the elements
in the semantic field, created by the whole set of response. Organised around the word-stimulus, the elements of the field belong to particular themes. Paradigmatic and syntagmatic
relations in the field are determined by cultural and language competence of respondents.
Paradigmatic relations may reveal a latent criterion of the stimulus. Syntagmatic relations are
much dependent on cultural tradition in assessment of the word-stimulus.
The complex processing of the data received from the associative experiment includes several stages of profound analysis of the experimental material. Grouping of responses takes
place in: (1) the linguistic view; (2) the psycholinguistic view; and (3) the psychological view
(Martinovich, 1997). In the linguistic view, the responses are classified as lexical units, word
combinations, verbal phrases, and propositions. In the psychological perspective, a researcher outlines similarity and contiguity relations, which are set up with a stimulus. Psycholinguistic analysis considers speech activity of participants. As it is acknowledged, verbal
associations appear on three levels: a basic level of existing associations, a level of producing
reactions, and a general level of construing the associative field. The basic level is operated
by mechanisms, which relate the words on the basis of contiguity, thus reflecting the relations in the real world. The basic level is represented by frames and gestalts. Creativity or
automatism of responses is due to mental abilities of respondents and their approach to
the task. Ready-made answers are conditioned by the cultural context: the respondents use
acquired knowledge of the concepts, which are not experienced by them (Martinovich, 1997).
The features attributed by respondents to a stimulus are determined by the context that “determines (a) which these attributes are and (b) what values these attributes take” (Andreou,
2017). The interpretative analysis is done with regard to linguistic properties of the received
data, psycholinguistic character of participant’s activity, and psychological reality of the context that conditions the appearance of the associations.
The psychological essence of the word-stimulus flapper is predetermined by a cultural value
of the concept of a modern woman in American culture. The word denotes a social group of
young American women of the 1920s that shattered the conventional idea about the role of
women in the society. Their bald life style and fashion changed traditional standards of behaviour and beauty. As the referent disappeared, the meaning of the word is deduced from
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fiction, cinema, advertisements and other sources. The reactions mediated by the discourse
constitute the contiguity associations. The dominant role of culture in associating process
indicates the stereotypical character of the responses. Activated by the word-stimulus, specific knowledge of a sociocultural stereotype represents a complex cognitive structure, the
high levels of which are visual, implicational and functional classes. As the cognition provides the appropriate contexts for words to specify the necessary meaning in the situation
(Talmy, 2003), thus selected classes are considered the contexts in which the word operates
unconsciously for the respondents. The thematic contexts highlight different assets of a sociocultural stereotype.
All verbal reactions underwent classification according to their semantic and functional
meaning, relations of similarity and contiguity set up with the stimulus. Thus, I distinguish
three thematic classes, which are determined by visual (Icon), implicational (Epoch), and
functional (Activity) characteristics of the word under study. The major part of associations
are represented by lexical units (63%), 31% of reactions are word combinations, while predicative constructions (5%) and propositions (1%) are much less represented. Quantitatively,
the groups are represented by 43% of Icon, 29% of Epoch, and 28% of Activity. The distinguished classes are illustrated in the tables in appendices.
Linguistically, the class Icon (Appendix A) is constituted by 51% of lexical units, 40% of word
combinations, 8% of predicative constructions, and 1% of propositions. The visual class comprises the fragmental description of appearance and apparel (feathers, hats, fringes, beads,
jewellery, sequins, etc.), which are in partitive relations with the word-stimulus. The class
comprises partitive (48%), descriptive (44%), evaluative (5%) and attributive (3%) groups. Descriptive associations are represented mainly by word combinations that specify the fashion
style of flappers. The small evaluative group of this class comprises word combinations and
propositions that show the participants’ attitude to the style or particular details in the image
of flappers. The evaluative group manifests the ambivalence in perception of a flapper’s image, thus confirming the stereotypical nature of it. In identifying the stimulus, the participants
singled out definite peculiarities of the image they unconsciously collected from different
sources. The reactions of the class form two types of relations: hypero-hyponomic (dresslace-sequin-necklace) and synonymic (sparkle-sequin, necklace-beads). The attributive
(describing body-build) and descriptive (describing hair do, shoes, make up) groups set up
paradigmatic relations with the word-stimulus. The attribute skinny is a distinctive feature
of the flappers’ body-build according to the responses.
The implicative class Epoch is constituted by partitive (61%), specifying (23%), and categorical (16%) groups (Appendix B).
As flappers are considered a part of the historic period, associations set up partitive relations
with the word stimulus. The landmark of American history, flapper, is connected with economic, political and cultural issues of the 1920s (prohibition, speak-easies, women’s movement, jazz, etc.). The responses form a triple bond: stimulus (flapper) – epoch – characteristic
feature. Related to this class, lexical units (72%), word combinations (27%), and propositions
(1%) reflect the most significant and bright fragments of the 1920s. The categorial group is
based on formal similarity with the stimulus: associations gangsters and dapper men form
a double bond with the stimulus flapper, which is characterised by a common grammatical
meaning of an animated object and the reference to the period of the 1920s. The specifying
group consists of proper names, which allude to iconic figures of the period (Betty Boop, Al
Capone, Mae West, etc.) that function in the national consciousness as cultural models. Isolated responses, as war and events, seem illogical. It can be assumed that the respondents
meant the First World War, the end of which is associated with emergence of flappers.
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The functional class Activity (Appendix C) is composed by defining (57%), evaluative (17%),
attributive (13%), and identifying (13%) groups. Linguistically, associates of this class are
the most diverse, represented by lexical units (74%), word combinations (15%), predicative
constructions (10%), and coordinative construction (1%).
The descriptive group portrays the flappers’ mode of life. Flappers are seen as dancers and
strippers. Assessment of behaviour manifests in defining the stimulus by synonyms (hussy,
rebel). The identifying group constitutes the relations of contiguity with the stimulus. Ascribed to the stimulus, features are gathered in the attributive group. Adjectives of this group
are in synonymic (energetic – rowdy – fun exciting, glamor – classy) and antonymic (rowdy, fun exciting – aloof, coy) relations with the word-stimulus. The adversative elements
of coordinative construction (social but coy with men) describe flappers as freely communicating, but innocent from the viewpoint of modern standards of behaviour. The evaluative
group shows the attitude of the respondents to flappers: careless, romantic, impudent , but
active and free in their expression of feelings and desires.
The verbs wear, smoke, and dance, applied to the word-stimulus, elicit specific features of
the stereotype through functional characteristics: flappers are considered by the respondents
as trendsetters who devoted their life to earlier entertainments impossible for women. The
verbs began, started, tried mark the conceptual characteristic “newness” of a flapper phenomenon in the social life of the 1920s.
Classification and grouping of associates facilitates modelling of a cognitive structure of the sociocultural stereotype flapper, the schematic representation of which is given in the following scheme.
Fig. 1
Cognitive structure
of the sociocultural
stereotype flapper
according to
the results of
the associative
experiment
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similarity
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categorical
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As it was shown by the experiment, the sociocultural stereotype flapper is interpreted by
the participants by means of visualisation. The participants of the experiment attributed to a
flapper particular qualities and functions, which they learned about indirectly. The respondents describe flappers as communicable but aloof, charming and inapproachable, fashionable and vulgar. Opposite judgements testify ambiguity of perception, which is a feature of
a sociocultural stereotype. Though the social group does not exist in American society any
longer, a flapper still lives in the national consciousness as a stereotypical image and a symbol of the epoch. In future, it is planned to track dynamics of changes in sociocultural stereotypes in American Media discourse.
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Conclusion

The specification of the cognitive structure of the stereotype flapper results in the informative complex, comprising visual, implicational and functional properties connected with one
another by similarity and contiguity of associations. In conclusion, it should be admitted that,
rather rarely used nowadays, the method of the associative experiment is an efficient method
to unveil latent information of cultural and social phenomena. Simple in design, the experiment can verify the hypothesis about the kind and the nature of sociocultural phenomena.
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Appendix B
Associates of the class
“Epoch” in figures
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for women

2

moonshine

1

Big era of
jazz

saloons

1

shows
events

A time
when
women
began to
be more
open
about
who
they
were

1

Charleston

4

Al Capone

2

musical/
movie
“Chicago”

2

“The
Great
Gatsby”

1

1

Tap

1

Great
Depression

1

Swing

1

1

bootleg
whiskey

1

Mae West

1

1

prohibition of

1

Charlie

1

moonshine
war

10

proper names
quantity

proposition
quantity

word
combinations
quantity

lexical units

1

gangsters

9

dapper
men

1

Chaplin

women’s
liberation

1

Betty
Boop

1

women’s
movement

1

“All that
Jazz”

1

women’s
liberal time

1

more freedom
for women

1

Total reactions: 60
defining group

evaluative group

dancing

10

11

lots
parties

of

1

word

verbal

phrases

units

combinations

phrases

1

went to
high

1

3

fun

3

quantity

7

lexical
quantity

quantity

26

verbal
quantity

quantity

word
combinations

2

glamorous
yearnings

1

quantity

34
lexical
units

5

break
the
expected normal

1

movement

Jazz”

women’s
liberal time

1

s t u d i emore
s a bfreedom
o u t l a n1g u a g e s / k a l b ų s t u d i j o s
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Appendix C
Associates of the class
“Activity” in figures

evaluative group

34

10

of

1

word

verbal

units

combinations

phrases

1

went to
high
class
parties

1

3

fun

3

quantity

7

lexical

phrases

quantity

26

verbal
quantity

quantity

word
combinations
quantity

lexical
units

defining group

quantity

Total reactions: 60

2

5

dancing

11

lots
parties

cigarettes

6

late nights

1

smoking

2

long
filtered
cigarettes

1

embraced
found role

new

1

alcohol

2

long black
cigarette
holder

1

tried to take a
stand for their
needs and wants

1

partying

1

constant
cigarette

1

were
able
to
express feelings

1

beer

1

night clubs

1

gin

1

city life

1

bars

1

clubs

1
attributive group

identifying group

8

8

quantity

lexical units
quantity

coordinative
construction
quantity

lexical units

7

1

8

energetic

1

fun exciting

social, but
coy
with
men

1

dancer(s)

5

1

strippers

1

glamor

1

hussy

1

classy

1

rebel

1

rowdy

1

immodest

1

aloof

1

glamorous
yearnings

1

break
the
expected normal

1

easier way
of life

1

smoking cool

1
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Svitlana Lyubymova. Asociacijų eksperimentas: sociokultūrinio stereotipo analizė
Sociokultūriniai stereotipai, kaip sudėtingas socialinės ir kultūrinės patirties fenomenas, pasireiškia materialiniais ir žodiniais ženklais bei elgesio bruožais. Nepaisant to, jog humanitarinių mokslų srityje jau yra atlikta reikšmingų sociokultūrinių stereotipų aspektų tyrimų,
taip pat svarbu juos išanalizuoti kognityvinės kalbotyros kontekste, taikant psicholingvistinius metodus. Išsamiems sociokultūrinių stereotipų tyrimams reikalinga tikslinga eksperimentinių situacijų ir gautų kalbinių įrodymų analizė. Eksperimentai suteikia ypač tikslius
empirinius duomenis, leidžiančius įvertinti emocinį grįžtamąjį ryšį ir sociokultūrinių stereotipų perteikiamas pragmatines presupozicijas. Šio tyrimo tikslas yra atskleisti sociokultūrinio
stereotipo „flapper“ (liet. „lengvabūdė“) reikšmę šiuolaikinėje kultūroje ir, remiantis asociacijų
eksperimento rezultatais, parengti šio stereotipo kognityvinės struktūros modelį. Minėtasis
stereotipas pasirinktas dėl jo svarbos analizuojant besikeičiančius moterų elgesio standartus moderniojoje amerikiečių kultūroje. „Flappers“ vadinamos jaunos ir drąsios amerikietės,
kurių elgesys buvo nuolat kritikuojamas tradicinių elgesio standartų šalininkų. Lock Haveno
universitete, Pensilvanijos valstijoje atlikto asociacijų eksperimento rezultatai rodo, jog XX a.
3-ajame dešimtmetyje atsiradęs „flapper“ stereotipas vis dar yra nacionalinės savimonės dalis, atspindinti stereotipinį įvaizdį ir tapusi epochos simboliu. Šiuo darbu prisidedama prie kognityvinės kalbotyros tyrimų atlikimo metu surinktų eksperimentinių duomenų sisteminimo.
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